
The PeakDual™27 
Gaming Machine
LATEST ADDITION TO 
THE PEAK FAMILY 
OF TOP PERFORMING CABINETS

As more units from the Peak family of cabinets 
continue to make their debut on gaming oors 
across the country, the striking effects of these 
stunning cabinets continue to be felt. But the Peak 
effect doesn’t stop there. In this collection of 
cabinets focused on performance, player-driven cabinets focused on performance, player-driven 
design, and showstopping aesthetics, a new player 
has stepped onto the scene. The PeakDual™27 
Gaming Machine now joins the Peak family, a 
perfect complement to IGT’s global cabinet 
offering. With Peak, there is a gaming machine for 
every spot on your oor!

The new PeakDual™27 Gaming Machine was The new PeakDual™27 Gaming Machine was 
created with the perfect blend of comfort, 
aesthetics, usability, and convenience in mind. 
To enhance the gameplay experience, the 
PeakDual™27 design leverages a lowered screen 
position and a curved main screen for increased 
player engagement and comfort. The unied 
display assembly minimizes the observable gap display assembly minimizes the observable gap 
between the main screen and top displays, offering between the main screen and top displays, offering 
players a multi-screen experience reminiscent of 
another fellow family member, the PeakSlant32™, 
but in an upright cabinet format. The PeakDual™27 
cabinet’s lower prole, modern look and feel, and 
innovative open-back concept offer improved 
sightlines on the gaming oor, while still 
maintaining a traditional 28” stand compatibility. maintaining a traditional 28” stand compatibility. 

Like other members of the Peak family, the 
PeakDual™27 boasts a large 13.3” Dynamic Player 
Panel, an ergonomic button deck, and a USB and 
inductive wireless charging pad. All these 
elements combine to offer players a top-of-the-line 
gaming experience.

By Christine McCrory

The PeakDual™27 strives to be the best 
cabinet for players, clearly designed 
with them in mind. What’s good for 
the player is good for the game! By 
bringing greater clarity and screen 
resolution to play, the PeakDual™27 
provides another prime opportunity to provides another prime opportunity to 
showcase the innovative, vibrant 
artwork of IGT’s rich library of game artwork of IGT’s rich library of game 
content. Brand-new games as well as 
updates to player-favorite themes have 
been enhanced for improved content 
presentation on all members of the 
Peak family, and the PeakDual™27 is no 
exception. 

With great game themes, player-rst With great game themes, player-rst 
design, and a sleek, modern look, 
the PeakDual™27 is ready to take its 
place as the latest star joining the 
Peak family. 


